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Discover the whole range of Chocdelights and use our online-
configurator to find the optimum machinery for your needs:

awema.com/en/cat/chocdelights

No matter what chocolate shapes you want, talk to AWEMA. Based on your
product ideas, shapes and ingredients, we deliver the optimum solution – on
request fully automated and always with high-quality equipment.

Bars, pralines, drops – flat, round or double-sided – solid, filled or decorated, or
special shapes for chocolate aficionados all over the world.

We turn ideas into chocolate
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Outstanding customer service and trainings

Remote access for service and Industry 4.0
technology integration

Customizable system

Reliable... our machines are made to last

0.2 gramm
Dosing accuracy

 

10-25 dpm 
Broad depositing speed range
to make the optimal product

 

As easy to operate as a smartphone

Why customers love our machines
 

Highest Swiss Quality 

More than 1000 customers in over 40 countries around the globe

Leading chocolate machinery company with more than 55 years of experience

Pioneer in chocolate machinery – Inventor of the computer-controlled One-
Shot-Technology and the world's first computer-controlled scale

Partner for decades with short lead times and proven ontime delivery
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Robot-based decorating and feeding

Universal depositing machines (UDMs) 
for efficient solid and filled
chocolate products

Automatic and semi-automatic lines
from mould handling to depositing, vibrating,

decorating and cooling

Confectionery machinery (overview)

Accessories
different equipment to maximize output
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Universal depositing machines
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6 Models from 50 up to 2000 kg/h

UDM-333
up to 2000 kg/h

Micro-100
up to 80/100 kg/h

UDM-101
up to 150 kg/h

UDM-111
up to 800 kg/h

UDM-222
up to 1600 kg/h

UDM-050
up to 50 kg/h

Fast cleaning

AWEMA depositors offer the same outstanding product making capabilities to all
models. They can be used for the production of solid or filled products, stand-
alone or integrated into fully automatic lines. The capacity ranges from 50 kg/h to
2000 kg/h, depending on the type of product and the customer's needs. 

Flexibility

Solid, OneShot filled, Long OneShot, Double Layer,
Power OneShot – in moulds or on plates, on
conveyor belts or transfer sheets and the
depositing is always precise, fast and safe. With
our Remote Access, we can support our
customers competently and directly via remote
diagnosis. Our brand new MultipleShot
technology enables the worry-free production of
high-end products. The use of belts (instead of
chains) allows mould sizes up to 600x300 mm  as
well as all common mould formats. 

Integration

AWEMA moulding machines offer the same high
standard of application for all models. They can
be used for the production of solid or filled
products, stand-alone or integrated into fully
automatic lines. Common features of all UDMs
are highest accuracy, best materials, easy
operation and programming, very low
maintenance and fast cleaning. The capacity
ranges from 50 kg/h to 2000 kg/h, depending on
the type of product and the customer's needs. 

Graphic interface Special applications
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Fast cleaningSpace-saving High reliability

Integration

The integration of AWEMA depositors into an
efficient overall system with a high degree of
automation guarantees a rapid return on
investment. Our machines are designed for long-
term, high-performance use. In the various
forming processes, our company masters the
entire range of possibilities and thus offers the
optimal interface to the packaging. AWEMA
offers innovative and proven solutions thanks to
many years of expertise in mechanics,
electronics, real-time computing and Linux
software.

Customised Lines
from small scale up to industrial scale

for volumes up to 3000kg/h

AWEMA lines are completely modular. Depending on your specific requirements
such as floor size, general climate conditions, product range and investment
volume,  AWEMA develops an individual solution for the customer's needs.

Flexibility

Knowing that requirements change over the years,
we are a long-term partner and are available to our
customers to ensure a smooth process for future
extensions of the product line. Excellent cooling
solutions through individually adjustable zones
within the cooling tunnel. Depending on the
product range, from mould preheating to
intermediate cooling and heating, AWEMA offers
very energy-efficient solutions.

Automatic and semi-automatic lines
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Robot-based decorating and feeding
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Easy operationHighest accuracy Fast cleaning

We achieve the feeling of glowing children's eyes with AWEMA decoration
devices. Our flexible robot decoration system "Artist" is always the best choice.
As a stand-alone version or as an integrated solution, in moulds or on finished
products, we decorate efficiently and professionally and with a finish like
handmade. 

Robot-based automatic feeding

Hollow-body spinners in various sizes are
available at short notice. AWEMA is the market
leader with its HFR spinner technology for over
35 years. And the newly developed robot-
based automatic feeding system for spinners
offers maximum efficiency. Fully automatic
lines, such as lines for liquid-filled products or
products with toy inserts etc. are available on
customer request.

Integration

For many decoration systems, ingredients such as
nuts or mixed products or simply letters on cakes
or chocolates, AWEMA is the right partner. We
care intensively about every customer and offer
the optimal capacity and economy.

Robot-based decoratingRobot-based feeding
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Vibrating belt conveyor

Nut depositor type ND-156
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Easy operation

AWEMA supplies all relevant additional equipment for production. From
customer’s pipes to feed the depositors to tempering units to the local cooling
situations, AWEMA delivers the concordant machines and accessories.

Complete machine program

Starting with different devices for vibration,
scales, dosing units for nuts and ingredients and
mixers, up to modules for wafers and biscuits
etc., AWEMA offers a complete machine program
for the economic and modular completion of the
lines.

Optimal combinability

For every new product idea, AWEMA offers the
appropriate accessories and combines them into
economical and safe production systems.

Modular system Fast cleaning

Accessories

Mixer M-500

Piccolo-185
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Weighing machinery
We provide over 55 years of experience in fully automated weighing equipment.
We supply weighing machines and filling systems for nearly all bulk or powder
goods, cereals, frozen vegetables, grated cheese, screws and much more. Our
range includes even explosion protected weighers for chemical powders and
resins.

Easy operationModular system Fast cleaning

Various models

Linear weigher LWT24 with CIP feeder
Double head linear weigher with 2 stage
coarse and fine vibration and CIP feeder

Linear weigher LW12
Modular basic linear weigher with 1 stage
coarse and fine vibration per unit

For any ingredients
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AWEMA machinery is made to last and easy to operate. And for all other issues
our after sales support will help you – regardless whether you have a technical
question, need a spare part or want to run a new product on your AWEMA
machine.

Services and training

Knowledge and Training
Operating our equipment is simple, but with
our training or expert groups you operate
your AWEMA machines even more efficiently
and you explore new possibilities. We also
offer regular or customer specific OneShot
workshops, either in our lab or at your
location.

Maintenance, Repair and Refit
Our machines last a long time; however, even the
best product needs maintenance from time to
time. We offer the full range of maintenance,
repairs and refit. Professional, quick and with
passion. Swiss promise.

Headquarter
AWEMA AG, Brüel 11, 8526 Oberneunforn, Switzerland

support@awema.com

+41 43 288 70 08
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Contact persons

Dr. Thomas Ahlburg
 

CEO

Oliver Lenzen
 

Sales Director

info@awema.com

+41 43 288 70 00

Sales representatives

Sandro Suppa
 

Sales Manager
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https://www.awema.com/en/videos/

